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…and mOrE!



G.I. Joe is the original “action figure.” 

The brand has provided three generations of kids with inspiration for 
countless stories and adventures. Despite a backlash against “war toys,” 
G.I. Joe has managed to maintain its wholesome identity…but how? 

Let’s take a closer look at what defines the G.I. Joe brand…

WHo Is G.I. Joe?

“G.I. Joe is the codename for America’s daring, highly trained special
mission force. Its purpose: to defend human freedom against Cobra,

a ruthless terrorist organization determined to rule the world.” 
– G.I. Joe cartoon, 1985



WHo Is G.I. Joe?
“He’ll fight for freedom wherever there’s trouble; G.I. Joe is there.”

“A real American hero.” 
“He never gives up; he’s always there, fighting for freedom over land and air.” 

– G.I. Joe cartoon, 1985

Keywords to keep in mind – G.I. Joe is:

• Active
• Adventurous
• Bold
• Brave

• Friendly
• Fun
• Helpful
• Heroic

• Inspirational
• Moral
• Patriotic
• Trusted



G.I. Joe IS:

Heroic
The Joes are always the heroes, 

and they always save the day.

Prepared
They’ve got the best gear, 
and the best training

American
Their ideals include 
justice and liberty.

A Protector
The Joes protect the innocent 
and fight for the common good.

Tough
They’re resilient. They might 
get knocked down, but they’ll 
never be knocked out.

Determined
They never give up, 

no matter what.

Cool
They’re the cool kids, 

and everyone’s friend. 

Professional
The Joes are the elite fighting 
force. There’s no one better.

G.I. Joe always does the right thing. You know who doesn’t? That’s right…



IT’S cOBraaaa!
The Joes are always the good guys. Cobra are always the bad guys. No 
exceptions. Everything the Joes are, Cobra isn’t. Cobra is:

Don’t be like Cobra!
And we all know that “good guys” plus “bad guys” equals… 

Anonymous
They’re mostly faceless,

making them less-relatable.

Chaotic
The Joes are orderly; Cobra

is erratic and unpredictable.

Cowardly
Cobra lacks discipline; if they 
start to lose, they’ll run away.

Destructive
To Cobra, life and property 

aren’t worth a second thought.

Sinister
Remember, Cobra are the bad guys.
Their values are antithetical to goodness.

Mercenary
These guys are selfish. They’re 
only in it for money and power

Treacherous
Cobra will stab you in the back at the 
first opportunity. Don’t trust them!

Possibly Insane
I mean, seriously; this guy’s 
name is “Dr. Mindbender.” 
If that’s not a clue…



Conflict:

Remember: G.I. Joe is wholesome. To maintain the brand, conflict should be handled 
according to the rules below: 

WAR:

• The Joes are never the aggressors. 
• Avoid depictions of serious injury.
• No killing. If violent death is part of a plot line: tell, don’t show.

Interpersonal:

• The Joes are a team; they should act as a unit.    
• G.I. Joe is a military organization. Characters should be 

respectful to each other and show deference to rank.
• Romantic relationships should be treated with subtlety.

What else? Let’s see…



dOS & dOn’TS:

Do:

• Keep the consumer in mind
• Shine a spotlight on the Joes as heroes
• Reinforce a “good vs. evil” narrative
• Write with a strong, confident voice
• Use lots of action verbs

dOn’T:

• Show use of drugs, alcohol, or tobacco
• Depict sexual situations
• Use “adult” language
• Show unnecessary violence
• Be like Cobra



The Takeaway:

G.I. Joe is an action brand with a heart.
It’s engaging and exciting, with an underlying set of morals and 
values that has kept it relevant since 1964. 

The G.I. Joe brand is:
• Active, but not aggressive
• Fearless
• A positive influence
• Family-friendly
• Trusted and familiar
• Action-driven

Keep these qualities in mind, 
and…don‘t be like Cobra!

Now you know…



And Knowing is 

half the battle!

YOOOOOOOOOOO, JOE!



Additional materials 

follow below



Name Recommendations for Snake Eyes Figure:
• Sword-Slashing Snake Eyes: simple, alliterative, and perfectly descriptive.

• Sword-Swinging Snake Eyes: less dramatic than “slashing,” but also less violent.

• Shadow Warrior Snake Eyes: evocative, and it calls to mind ninjas’ legendary stealth.

• Shinobi Snake Eyes: “shinobi” is Japanese for “stealth;” and the name is evocative of the 
Japanese origins of Snake Eyes’ training.

• Silent Strike Snake Eyes: playing both on Snake Eyes’ ninja stealth and the fact that he never 
speaks.

• Sudden Strike Snake Eyes: this time, the focus is on Snake Eyes’ ninja reflexes. The 
“suddenness” aligns with the lunging wolf on the package art.

• Savage Wolf Snake Eyes: highlights the wolf as part of a package deal; “savage” evokes the 
wolf’s fierceness and teases Snake Eyes’. This could also tie in with the name of the wolf (see 
below).

Name Recommendations for Wolf Figure:
• Savage (see above)

• Ronin (Japanese for “masterless warrior; wanderer”)

• Ōkami (Japanese for “wolf”)

Do you think Gung-Ho would call his dog “Fido,” after “Semper Fidelis?”



Character Bio:

As G.I. Joe’s infiltration specialist, Snake Eyes can get in and out of any secure facility 
or hardened bunker without raising a single alarm. While little is known about Snake 
Eyes’ personal life, declassified documents reveal that his martial arts training came 
from the Arashikage, a secretive ninja clan. Snake Eyes’ hand-to-hand combat skills are 
virtually unparalleled, and only rivaled by those of Storm Shadow, his nemesis and 
Arashikage sword brother.



Product Feature Callouts:

Includes pet
wolf, “Timber!”

Ready for action!



Product Description
As G.I. Joe’s infiltration specialist, Snake Eyes can get in and out of any secure facility or hardened 
bunker without raising a single alarm. While little is known about Snake Eyes’ personal life, 
declassified documents reveal that his martial arts training came from the Arashikage, a secretive 
clan of ninja. Snake Eyes’ hand-to-hand combat skills are virtually unparalleled, and only rivaled 
by those of Storm Shadow, his nemesis and Arashikage sword brother.

Snake Eyes is G.I. Joe’s most popular character. This anniversary-edition is an upgraded reissue of 
the classic Snake Eyes figure from 1985; it comes ready for action, with character-inspired 
accessories and multiple points of articulation, for high poseability.

Snake Eyes figures become instant collector’s items. This deluxe edition comes with:
• Snake Eyes’ signature katana
• His wolf companion, Timber
• An arsenal of 5 ninja weapons, plus a backpack and display stand

And, best of all…

• Katana-swinging action! Squeeze Snake Eyes’ legs together to make him swing his sword!

From hostile jungles to ice-clad arctic peaks – wherever there’s trouble, G. I. Joe is there.


